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ABSTRACT
PLATO II is an atuomatic teaching device designed to teach a 
number of students concurrently, but independently, by means of a single, 
central, high-speed computer. Only two student sites have been con­
structed thus far, but, in principal, the number of students that can be 
taught by PLATO II is limited only by the capacity and speed of the 
central computer. The power of such a computer-based teaching system 
stems from its ability to ask complex questions, judge the students’ 
answers to these questions, and take an appropriate course of action on 
the basis of student responses. The computer also keeps detailed and 
accurate records of student performance, which are extremely useful 
guides to improving course content.
The paper reports in some detail a study using PLATO II to teach 
nine undergraduate students a portion of a course on computer programming. 
By way of example of what can be done, the paper represents some analysis 
and interpretation of data gathered by the computer in the course of the 
study. The apparent effectiveness of PLATO II as a teacher, as well as
the kinds of problems encountered in preparing lesson material for an
:
automatic system are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The past several years have witnessed a rapidly growing interest in 
automatic teaching devices. This development is no doubt largely due to ever 
increasing demands for education and training, not only in the schools and 
universities, but in industry and the armed services. As more and more stud­
ents seek instruction of one sort or another, it is only natural that increasing 
attention be given to the possibility of bringing machines or automata to bear 
on the problem. A great variety of teaching devices have been constructed 
ranging from extremely simple ones to more elaborate devices such as the 
Autotutor^ \  One should, however, distinguish a "teaching machine" from 
a mere "teaching aid", by insisting that the former incorporate in some way 
the following feature: Information must not only flow from the device to the
student (as in the case with educational films or television), but the student 
must be able to communicate back to the device in some way to alter the 
course of instruction.
The lack of Such student-teaching interaction has been a main criticism 
of the kind of instruction found in the lecture hall. The desired interaction 
between student and teacher is probably best exemplified in the case where 
learning takes place through conversations between a tutor and his private 
student. While the inventiveness and plasticity of an experienced human 
tutor certainly cannot be simulated by any machine, it does appear possible to 
create a device which adapts itself more to the individual's needs than a book 
or a lecturer with a large audience. Indeed, for certain purposes and in 
certain special area of study, a machine may be superior to even the best 
private tutor. Our interest in teaching computer programming by machine
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was based on the expectation that here the mechanical character of 
instruction by machine might be turned to the students' advantage; also, 
a computer, rather than a man, is frequently the best and most reliable 
judge of whether a program written by a student is correct or not.
In considering instruction by machine, we asked ourselves at the 
very outset what role could be played by large, high-speed, digital com­
puters of the kind currently available. It was immediately obvious that to 
provide each student with such a computer is economic nonsense. To be 
economically feasible, a large number of students would have to share one 
of these computers. On the other hand, following the example of the priv­
ate tutor, we wanted to construct the system in such a way that no student 
would be aware of any other student’s use of the machine. This desidera­
tum was to be achieved by making use of the speed with which a fast cen­
tral computer could process any individual student's requests.
The advantages of such a multiple-student teaching system over 
merely reproducing "free-standing" machines derive from the flexibility 
that can be achieved. By suitable programming of the central computer, 
one can make available to each student the full power of a large digital 
computer for short periods of time. The students' requests are assigned 
priorities and the computer deals with these in order or, when necessary, 
by interleaving simple, short requests between the lengthier, more complex 
ones. Only if too many students were to request full use of the central com­
puter at the same time would the system become saturated, exhibiting long 
delays in processing student requests. In general, the number of students 
that can be handled effectively by one computer will depend on the complex­
ity of the mode of instruction, and statistical considerations of expected 
mean and peak loads on the system.
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(2)In the summer of 1960 D. Bitzer and P. Braunfeld of the Coordinated 
Science Laboratory at the University of Illinois began a project to 
investigate the above ideas. The first goal of this project, called Project 
PLATO, was to construct a teaching system, incorporating a central, general 
purpose computer, sufficiently flexible so that a large variety of ideas 
on methods of machine instruction could be tested without extensive equip­
ment changes. PLATO I, a single student system, was built to determine 
what was required by way of equipment and computer programs to teach even 
one student at a reasonably satisfactory level. Informal studies with the 
PLATO I system (not published) were sufficiently encouraging to persuade 
the group to build a multiple-student system, called PLATO II. The PLATO II 
program logic can handle an arbitrary number of students. However, in 
practice, the system was restricted to use by two students at a time because 
of the limited data storage capacity and slow speed of ILLIAC, the only 
computer then available for this work.
In order to gain experience which would be of value in building more 
complex teaching systems, the study reported in this paper was initiated.
In the study, a small group of college students, registered for a University 
course in digital computing, replaced three of the early lectures of the 
course by sessions with PLATO II. Thereafter, the students returned to the 
regular class, sessions. The study was to shed light on the following 
questions:
1. How well could the system teach?
2. What is involved in the preparation of lesson material?
3. What are the data rates which such systems must handle?
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4. What problems are encountered in running the system with 
bona fide students?
5. What kinds of data is it useful for the system to record during
a run? How can such data be analyzed and interpreted?
The PLATO II equipment and programmed logic have been previously
(3)described in considerable detailv . For completeness, a description of 
the system is presented once again in Section 2 of this paper. Section 3 
describes the preparation of the lesson material used in the study, as well 
as the selection of students, and the mode of operation of the system during 
the study. Finally, Section 4 contains a discussion of the data obtained
from the study.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND PROGRAMMED TEACHING LOGIC
Figure 1 shows the general organization of equipment of PLATO II.
The central computer for the system is ILLIAC, the University of Illinois 
general purpose, digital computer. The word length of this computer is 
forty bits, and there are 1,024 words of electrostatic storage and 12,800 
words of magnetic drum storage. Typical execution times for arithmetic 
operations are 75 p<sec. for addition and 700 p-sec. for multiplication. The 
limitations of storage capacity and speed of ILLIAC made it impossible to 
include many desirable features in the teaching logic. Since modern 
computers are both faster and larger by at least an order of magnitude, a 
greatly improved and expanded teaching logic could be employed with such 
machines.
Each student communicates to the central computer by means of his 
own keyset. A keyset, such as shown in Figure 2, has keys for all the 
usual alphanumeric characters. Additional keys for special symbols can 
easily be added as needed, so that the students can transmit numerals, 
words, sentences, or mathematical expressions to the machine. For the 
study reported here, the only special symbols used were the plus and 
minus sign and the decimal point. The larger keys on the right side of the 
keyboard enable the student to control the machine's presentation of mater­
ial. Their functions will be described later in connection with the 
teaching logic.
The computer communicates to the students by means of closed 
circuit television. Each student site is provided with a television screen 
on which video from two separate sources can be electronically super­
imposed. These sources may conveniently be thought of as an "electronic"
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book" and an "electronic blackboard". The electronic book consists of a 
set of slides containing the material to be taught. It is shared by both 
students, though, at any given time, each student may be viewing different 
slides. The slides are continually scanned by a special flying-spot 
scanner and on command from ILLIAC an electronic switch (slide selector) 
connects a given student display to the video output from a specified 
slide. At the time of the study described here, the electronic book had a 
capacity of 61 slides; the slide selector can switch from any slide in the 
set to any other in less than 1 millisecond.
Each student site is also provided with a storage tube which serves 
as that student's individual "electronic blackboard". The central compu­
ter may write (point by point) characters, figures, graphs, etc. on any 
such tube. The tube is scanned by the television sweep and the video 
thus derived is mixed with that coming from the "book" to produce the pic­
ture seen on the TV screen at the student site. The electronic blackboard 
is used to display material which cannot be contained on the slides of the 
"book" because it is generated for a given student during the course of 
the lesson itself. For example, when a question is asked on a slide, the 
electronic blackboard is used to display the student's answer in an approp­
riate place on the slide. The blackboard is used again when the machine 
indicates to the student that his answer was correct or incorrect. ILLIAC 
can write approximately 45 characters per second via this output channel; 
to erase the entire contents of a storage tube requires 1/4 second.
Whereas the material to be taught is contained on a set of slides, 
the rules governing the course of instruction is determined by programs 
within ILLIAC. These programs were written to accomodate a variety of
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subject-matters so that changing from one course to another requires only 
replacing the slides of the electronic book and reading a new parameter 
tape into the computer. The basic program remains the same*
The PLATO II teaching logic requires each student to proceed through
1 . ; i
a fixed, "main" sequence of slides and to answer correctly each question 
posed in this sequence. For those questions of the main sequence which 
he finds troublesome, he may request supplementary material ("help'’ 
sequences). Further details of the teaching logic affe presented in 
Figure 3 and described below.
Slides of the main sequence containing only expository material 
(but no questions)iare called text slides (cf. Figure 4). After the student 
has read a text slide, he pushes the keyset button labelled "Continue", 
and the computer commands the slide selector to display the next slide of 
the sequence to this student. Thus the continue button enables the student 
to advance through the slide sequence; he can return to any previous slide 
by pushing the "Reverse" key.
In addition to text slides, the main sequence contains slides on 
which one or more questions are posed to the student. Spaces are provided 
on such slides for the student's answers (cf. Figure 5). Currently, each 
slide may contain up to four questions and each answer may contain up to 
twelve characters. A student must answer correctly each question before 
he is permitted to continue to the next slide. Attempting to "continue" 
beyond a slide with unanswered or incorrectly answered questions causes 
the computer to indicate a fault by sounding a buzzer in the student's
keyset.
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The student types his answer to a question on the keyset. As he 
depresses each key, ILLIAC plots the corresponding character on his storage 
tube for display in the appropriate place on the television screen. Should 
he make a typographical error as he enters his answer, the student may use 
the "Erase" key to erase the partial answer and start anew. Upon completing 
an answer, the student pushes the "Judge" button, and the computer writes 
"OK" or "NO" next to the answer (cf. Figure 6). The routines which judge 
the student answers are independent of the main program and are discussed 
below. If an answer is judged incorrect ("NO"), the student may submit a 
new answer to the question. To do this, he first erases his old, incorrect 
answer by means of the "Erase" key; he then types his revised answer, 
which, just as before, the computer will judge upon request.
A student may continue to submit trial answers to a question as long 
as he likes. He may review past material (by using the reverse key). He 
may also obtain additional aid by pushing the "Help" button, which causes 
the computer to transfer to the beginning of a sequence of "Help" slides 
for that question. Each problem of the main sequence has associated such 
a help sequence, designed to bring the student to an understanding of the 
main-sequence problem. The help sequence may contain a review qr reform­
ulation of pertinent material, together with suitable hints, suggestions, 
and examples. Besides additional material, the help sequence may itself 
contain questions. Frequently, a help sequence breaks the main problem 
down into a series of simpler problems which lead the student by the hand 
to the solution of the main problem. The rules for proceeding through a help 
sequence are the same as those governing the main sequence: the student 
moves forward by use of the "Continue" button, but must answer correctly 
each question posed in the sequence.
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At the end of a help sequence, the student is automatically routed 
back to the main-sequence slide from which he came. It is expected that 
he can now answer the troublesome main-sequence problem and proceed.
Memory limitations of ILLIAC preclude the use of secondary help sequences. 
Thus, if the student, after completing a help sequence, is still unable to 
submit a correct answer to the problem and asks for help once more, the 
machine tells him that no further help is available and gives him two 
alternatives: he may ask the machine to provide him with the correct 
answer, (a course of action equivalent to "giving up"); or he may ask to 
see the problem again for further consideration. Similarly, a request for 
help to a problem in the help sequence will cause the machine to provide 
the student with the correct answer as described above.
It is possible that a student who has asked for help realizes the 
answer to the main-sequence question before completing the help sequence.
At any point in a help sequence, the student may, by pushing the "Aha!" 
button, request the computer to return him immediately to the slide contain­
ing the original main-sequence problem. He may try his answer which, if 
correct, permits him to proceed in the main sequence. Otherwise, a renewed 
request for help causes the machine to return him to the point in the help 
sequence at which he broke off. Thus, a student is not required to go 
through supplementary material that he feels he does not need.
An important feature of PLATO II is that the computer (not the student) 
judges student answers. Since it is desirable to judge answers to different 
kinds of questions in different ways, the program was designed so that one 
may specify for each question which of four judging routines .shall be used. 
For the material prepared for the experiment reported here, only two judging
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routines were used. The first is designed for questions having a unique, 
well-defined answer and requires the student's answer to agree character 
for character with the prestored correct answer. This judging mode is 
appropriate, for example, for questions whose answer is a specific word, 
such as, say, "accumulator". The judging routine will not tolerate 
misspellings of the answer. The other judging routine accepted as 
correct all synonymous forms of a number, e.g., if the correct answer to 
a question was .3, the computer judged correct such forms as: .3, +.3,
.30, +0.3, etc.
Questions permitting a variety of correct answers will require more 
elaborate judging routines. Of particular interest are judgers where no 
correct answer is prestored, but the computer itself determines whether 
the student's answer is correct by using it in suitable calculations. 
Suppose, for example, the student in an elementary number theory course is 
asked to give an example of an integer congruent 2 modulo 7. The computer 
determines whether the student's answer is correct by dividing by 7 and 
examining the remainder.
In addition to handling the instruction of the students, the PLATO II 
program keeps detailed and accurate records of each student's progress 
through the material. This information is stored on the drum during the 
lesson and becomes available on tape and in printed form within a few min­
utes after completion of a lesson. A typical small section of such a record 
is presented in Figure 7. The left-most column records time in tenths of a 
minute. The next column gives the main page number which the student has 
reached at the indicated time; the third column records the help pages which 
the student has used. The next column lists all judged answers submitted
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by the student on every page; finally, the OK/NO column records whether 
the given student answer was correct or incorrect. The record shown is for 
student Jones. (Students are asked to submit their names on page 1 for 
easy identification of each record.) At time t. = .4 the student turned to 
page 2; at t = .8, he went on to page 3, then reversed back to page 2 at 
t = 1.1. Page 3 required three answers: "accumulator", "distributor", and 
"no". Note the misspelling "distributer" which the computer rejected as 
incorrect. At t = 3.2, the student turned to page 5 and, at time t = 3.3, 
submitted the answer "B", which ^as incorrect. At time t = 3.8, he 
requested help, went through help pages 108 and 109, answering the two 
questions posed in this help sequence (on page 109) correctly. At t = 4.3, 
he had completed the help sequence, returned to main page 5 and, at t = 4.4, 
he gives the correct answer to the question, "A". Note finally on main page 
8, the student got the answer to the first question wrong, went through the 
single slide help sequence (page 117), and requested help once more. The 
record shows that at t = 6.3 the computer sent the message "NO MORE HELP" 
to the student, who then requested the computer to supply the correct 
answer "OP" (HELP-HELP GIVEN).
In Section 4, we discuss the results of analyzing these data. Al­
though for this study the data analysis was done by hand, we plan in the 
future to use the central computer itself to process these data. The combin­
ation of a system teaching concurrently large numbers of students and a 
digital computer for fast, large-scale data-processing should prove a power­
ful tool for research in education.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
(a) Lessons
The PLATO lessons covered a small portion of the course "Introduc­
tion to Automatic Digital Computing", which is concerned mainly with 
teaching computer programming for scientific and engineering applications. 
The computer used in the course is the IBM 650. Since much of the 
subject-matter of this course permits relatively easy and objective judging 
of answers to non-trivial questions, it seemed particularly well suited to 
being taught by PLATO. Also, both of us, as experienced programmers, al­
ready had the knowledge of the subject required to prepare the PLATO 
lessons, while one of us, presently teaching the course, is concerned with 
the problem of handling the load of about 1,500 students a year anticipated 
for 1965. Moreover, since the central component of PLATO is itself a gen­
eral purpose digital computer, there is the possibility of students entering 
a program directly into the computer via the PLATO keyset for immediate 
execution. Though not possible with the present PLATO program logic, this 
feature will be incorporated in a PLATO program now in the planning stage.
The three PLATO lessons we prepared consisted of the topics norm­
ally covered in the second, third, and fourth lectures; these include number 
representation, logical organization of the IBM 650 and its components, 
automatic program execution and a detailed discussion of the operation of 
addition.
Preparation of the PLATO lessons is influenced by two types of
; rrestrictions: those imposed by the present hardware and those imposed by 
the general philosophy of the system. The former restrictions presumably 
can be relaxed by improved hardware; the latter cannot, for they reflect
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fundamental characteristics of the system. The restrictions imposed by 
the present hardware concern the maximum number of slides per lesson, the 
amount of information that can be put on a slide and the judging routines 
that are available (these items have been mentioned in Section 2). The 
principal restriction imposed by the system philosophy has to do with the 
structure of the material presented. In a certain sense, one must write 
the material as if writing only one part of a dialogue involving the teacher 
and student, namely the teacher's part, while the student's part must be left 
blank. While one can make reasonable guesses as to what the student's 
part will be, it is clear that the presence of this uncertainty raises special 
problems in writing a lesson. This becomes immediately evident, for example, 
when one tries to write the sequence of slides that are supposed to help the 
student who, for one reason or another, cannot answer a particular question. 
Since only one help sequence is permitted for each question, the lesson 
preparer must guess at the kind of help most likely to be useful. Even an 
expanded PLATO program permitting different help sequences for different 
student answers, would simply shift this problem to another level. One 
expects experience to resolve this problem. As more students use a lesson, 
the kind of difficulties they have in answering questions can be learned 
and the help sequences modified accordingly. The same is true for the 
material in the main sequence itself. The printed records for each student 
provide exactly the information required for making such modifications in 
the lessons, while the design philosophy of the PLATO system allows one to 
make these modifications easily.
Two approaches to preparing the lessons naturally come to mind. In 
the first, the lesson is prepared with the idea that the student will see the
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material for the first time when he sees the lesson; in the second, the 
lesson has more the form of a problem session, where it is assumed that 
the student has already read a text covering the material. In this study 
both approaches were used. The material concerned with number representa- 
tion and the add operation were presented by the first approach; the 
remaining material by the second. Since the real power of PLATO lies in 
its ability to ask questions, judge answers and take a course of action on
,• i : ' v i ;  1 I ' ■ ¡¡! f  ' - ; ^the basis of these answers, it seems most efficient to use PLATO in con­
junction with the problem session approach. Moreover, the present form of 
PLATO is not efficient for displaying large amounts of text material and 
it seems likely that this will continue to be true in the future. We did 
use the first approach, partly because we wanted to see how students would 
handle entirely new material and partly because sometimes new material can 
be best presented as a sequence of well-posed questions. When this is the
J
case, PLATO can be used effectively (and in the spirit of its namespke).
On the other hand, it seems that some material cannot possibly be presented 
in this form; for example, a description of the properties of the storage 
unit or arithmetic unit of a computer cannot be replaced by a sequence 
of well-posed questions.
It is not appropriate to reproduce the lessons in detail here. For 
illustration we present in Figures 8-13 some selected portions of the lessons 
(the complete lessons appear in (4)). Each, of these figures is an exact 
replica of the slide the student sees on his video screen. Figures 8a, b, 
and 9a, b are taken from Lesson 1. Figure 9a is the help slide which is 
presented when the student asks for help on the slide of Figure 8a; 
similarly Figure 9b is the help slide for the slide in Figure 8b. Figures
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10a, b and 11a, b are taken from Lesson 2. Figures 11a, b show help 
slides for Figures 10a, b respectively. Figures 12a-d and Figures 13a-d 
are taken from Lesson 3. The four slides shown in Figures 13a-d represent 
a single help sequence for the slide shown in Figure 12c and also for the 
slide in Figure 12d.
The slides shown in Figures 8a, b follow some descriptive material 
on the form of a floating-point word. The help slide in Figure 9a is typical: 
A problem, similar to the one presented, is worked through in detail. Norm­
ally, one would expect this kind of help to be useful; however, if, as occa­
sionally happened, the student merely made a typographical error in writing 
his answer, such as omitting the sign of the word, this is not the kind of 
help really needed. But even in this case, the help slide provided does 
show the student that his reasoning was correct and he may then begin to look 
for a typographical error. The slides shown in Figures 10a, b ask questions 
based on dittoed text material which the students had been givep two days 
before this PLATO lesson. When help for such questions was requested, 
the student was sometimes simply referred back to the text material as 
in the help slide shown in Figure 11a. The slides shown in Figures 12a, b 
are text slides, and the following two slides with problems related to this 
text are shown in Figures 12c, d. The help sequence for the problem on 
each of these slides is the same and consists of the four slides in Figures 
13a-d; the help slide in Figure 13b is identical to the main sequence slide 
shown in Figure 12a.
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(b) Students
Since there were over one hundred students in the two sections of 
this course and since the present model of PLATO accomodates only two 
students simulatenously, it was impossible to let the entire class take the 
machine lessons. We felt that the students taking the PLATO lessons should 
keep in step with the rest of the class which attended the usual lectures so 
that, on completing the three PLATO lessons, they could return to the lecture 
sessions without a gap or an overlap. For this reason and because of 
the limited amount of computer time available, we decided that not more 
than ten students could participate in the PLATO study.
At the first lecture of the course twenty students, picked at random, 
were invited to attend a "teaching machine demonstration" that evening. 
Virtually all those invited came, along with a few who hadn't been invited. 
After the demonstration of PLATO they were told that we had prepared lessons 
corresponding to the next three lectures of the course and were invited to 
take these lessons rather than attend the lectures. Of the many who 
expressed interest, we chose nine students whose schedule was compatible 
with our scheduled time for using the computer.
On the following day these nine students were given a half-hour prac­
tice session with PLATO in order to become acquainted with the operation of 
the keyset. During the following week the lessons themselves were given.
(c) Mode of Operation
The lessons, given on three alternate days of the week, were in 
step with the regular lectures. Normally, two students took a lesson sim­
ultaneously. The lessons had been designed to take a little less than one 
hour. No student ever exceeded this time and the shortest time needed by
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a student to complete a lesson was eleven and a half minutes, ...During a 
lesson each student was by himself in a booth containing his keyset and 
video display. Monitors, slaved to the video for each student, were loc­
ated in another room permitting us to observe the operation, . We watched 
the monitors mainly to detect hardware failures. Nevertheless, it was re­
vealing to watch students stumble badly on an apparently simple question; 
one could see very clearly a number of points which are passed by quickly 
in lectures because of their apparent simplicity (to the lecturer) which 
many students must never fathom.
At the end of each lesson the student was given a booklet containing 
all of the material in the lesson sequence and the answers to all of the 
problems. This was done so that the students could review the lesson at 
a later time and to discourage them from wasting valuable computer time by 
taking detailed notes during the sessions proper. They were also given a 
set of homework problems related to the lesson just completed together with 
reading material for the next lesson. When the student returned for the next 
session the first slides consisted simply of the homework problems with 
blanks for the answers. Thus the student was forced to submit all of the 
homework correctly before he could proceed into the next lesson proper.
Since the slides containing the homework problems formed part of the main
l
sequence, they had the usual associated help slides.
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4. RESULTS
Perhaps the most important question about this study is: How 
effectively did PLATO II teach? Clearly the study cannot answer this 
question in a definitive way; for this, one would require large scale 
experiments involving many subjects under carefully controlled conditions 
The data that we have bearing on this question are test scores for the 
group which used PLATO, and for the group which attended the regular 
lectures. These data are presented in Table I.
Average Score
First hour exam Final exam
PLATO
students 94 o/o 57 o/o
Lecture
students 94 o/o 58 o/o
Table I: Comparison test scores
About one third of the first hour exam covered material taught by 
PLATO; hence the figures in the first column reflect effects of PLATO. 
Since the final exam contained only an infinitesimal portion relating to 
material taught in the PLATO lessons, the figures in the second column 
in Table I can be used to normalize the figures in the first column. It 
appears that in our case no normalizing is necessary and that the student 
chosen for the PLATO lessons were indeed a representative sample of the 
class.
One of the most important features of PLATO is that it maintains 
a complete time-sequenced record of the actions performed by each student 
This record is held in the store of the central computer and in our
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experiments it was printed at the completion of a session. Its contents 
and format have been described in Section 2. It is not practical or worth­
while to report here the detailed results of the analyses which have been 
performed on the data contained in the printed records. In many cases the 
statistical sample is too small to warrant taking the results too seriously, 
anyway. Our main purpose in the subsequent discussion is to indicate by 
examples based on this study how the data can be analysed and the impli­
cations of such an analysis.
The analysis can be made from three points of view: the student; 
the lesson; the system. The first two of these, which are closely related, 
will be discussed together, the third separately.- Some of the important 
questions to ask about a student are: Is he learning the material? Is he 
having difficulty understanding the lessons? What types of problems are 
hardest for him? Some of the important questions to ask about a lesson 
are: Do the students understand it? Does it contain ambiguities? Is it
too easy or too hard? Answers to these and other questions are suggested 
by the data from the printed records when they have been suitably reduced. 
Several ways to do this are illustrated in the tables and discussed below.
In Table II the time spent by each student on each lesson is displayed. 
In Table III the total number of wrong answers given by each student in each 
lesson is displayed. Finally, in Table IV the number of times help was 
requested by each student in each lesson is displayed. Other data of this 
type, available but not presented here, are: number of times a help sequence 
was entered but was not completed; number of times the student asked the 
computer to supply the correct answer to a question; number of times the 
student reversed (i.e. looked at earlier slides) in the main sequence.
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Moreover, it should be remembered that these data are available in various 
grades of detail, namely, by lesson, by slide, and by question.
A comparison of the data in these three tables provides interesting 
pictures of the students. For example, Table II shows that student J got 
through the lessons relatively fast, while student B was significantly 
slower, except in Lesson 1. Table III shows that they both submitted 
about the same number of wrong answers (cf. Table IV), but B rarely asked 
for help; he evidently pondered longer on the questions thus taking more 
time than J to complete a lesson. On the other hand, student A, who always 
took more time than student J and asked for help about as often, got fewer 
than half the number of wrong answers that J did. One might suppose that 
student A was more cautious than student J about guessing on questions, 
or that he was more careful. Students C and H appear to be having some 
difficulty with the lessons.
The data in these tables suggest that the lessons become progress­
ively more difficult and the comparatively large number of wrong answers in 
Lesson 3 suggests that it may require some modifications. Of course, how 
many wrong answers one should accept as reasonable before suspecting that 
the fault lies in the lesson rather than with the student is an open question. 
Hopefully, one expects that careful experiments with PLATO might answer this 
question. For example, one might try to make the several lessons equally 
difficult. One of the measures of the difficulty of a lesson is the number 
of wrong answers submitted, on the average, by the students: thus, one 




Lesson A B C D E F G H J
Row 
Ave.
1 25.7 11.3 23.2 20.2 29.8 13.8 20.7
2 23.7 40.6 38.3 33.4 22.5 24.8 36.0 46.7 15.0 31.5
3 21.5 30.7 32.9 39.2 33.2 35.0 43.7 54.2 20.4 34.5
Col.Ave. 23.6 27.5 35.6 31.9 27.9 26.7 39.9 43.6 16.7
Table II: Time (minutes) spent on lessons; missing entries
indicate mechanical difficulties which resulted in 
loss of data.
Student/
Lesson A B C D E F G H J
Row
Ave.
1 1 5 16 3 5 6 6.0
, 2 8 6 19 8 4 8 8 9 6 8.4
3 2 16 18 18 7 13 24 18 15 14.6
Col.Ave. 3.7 9.0 18.5 14.0 5.5 3.0 10.7 10.7 9.0
Table III: Number of wrong answers.
Lesson/
Student A B C D E F G H J
Row
Ave.
1 2 0 4 1 3 1 1.9
2 5 1 7 4 2 1 6 6 3 3.9
3 2 1 7 6 2 3 6 11 4 4.6
Col.Ave. 3.0 0.6 7.0 4.7 2.0 1.7 6.0 6.7 2.7
Table IV: Number of helps requested
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The ready availability of this kind of data has a profound effect on 
teaching with PLATO. The human lesson preparer now has a strong feedback 
of information making possible a detailed analysis of the effectiveness of 
his lessons. Since the raw data for this analysis is in the central 
computer, it would be natural and easy to use the central computer for 
any kind of processing of these data that appears suitable. Also, the 
flexibility of the system makes it easy to change the lessons. Hence the 
means are available for converging to "optimum" lessons by a series of 
successive approximations. Moreover, "optimum" might mean different things 
for different students and, in principle, the PLATO program could be 
designed to recognize these differences and select a lesson appropriate for 
each student.
One objective in this work was to determine a critical system para­
meter, namely the data rate. With a measure of the data rate obtained from 
this experiment we can estimate the mean rate and peak rates a system of 
this type must be able to handle when a number of students are simultan­
eously using it. The data rate can be accurately determined from the 
printed record. In Table V below the average data rate for each lesson and 
the overall average are shown; the data rate is given in units of inputs/ 
minute/student, where an "input" represents the depression of a single key 
on the keyset. A detailed picture of the kind of data generated by the 
students is shown in Table VI where the number of times each button was 
pushed by each student in each lesson is recorded. In this table each line 
refers to the button indicated on the left except for the line marked "chars.", 
which refers to the set of buttons for the alphanumeric characters, including 
"+", ".". For example, we see from this table that in Lesson 2 student B
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pushed the erase button 6 times and alphanumeric characters 198 times.
We see also that the MAha’.M button is the least used; however, it is used 
often enough to justify its inclusion in the system.
Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Ave.
16.6 10.7 17.7 15.0
Table V: Data rate in units of input/min/student.
Since the most stringent requirements on the system are imposed when 
the data rate is highest, we will base the subsequent calculation on an 
average rate of 20 inputs/min/student, this being slightly larger than the 
largest observed rate. It is reasonable to assume that with N students 
operating simultaneously the inputs are not correlated and their distribution 
in time is Poisson. With these assumptions one may readily obtain from 
statistical tables the probability p that the data rate will exceed a rate R 
(inputs/sec) for any number of students N. Table VII shows R as a function 
of N and p. The figures in this table are to be interpreted in the following 
way: If the system is designed to accept a maximum data rate equal to R,
then in an N student system the probability of saturation (more data than 
the system can accept) in an arbitrary second is equal to p. For example, 
we note from Table VI that in a 50 student system there is a probability
_5equal to 10 that the data rate will exceed 38 inputs per second.
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A B C D E F G H J total ave.
L erase 1 5 / 16 3 5 6 36 6.0
e aha 0 0 / 3 0 0 0 3 .5
s iudge 35 40 / 52 39 42 41 249 41.5
s rev. 9 0 / 26 1 16 8 60 10.0
o help 4 0 / 4 1 7 1 17 2.8
n cont. 38 26 / 52 28 45 35 224 37.0
chars. 211 235 / 309 232 246 240 1473 245.51
total 298 306 / 462 304 361 331 2062 343.7
L erase 8 6 19 8 4 8 8 9 6 76 8.4
e aha 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 2 1 8 1.0
s iudge 47 45 64 50 42 46 46 46 44 430 47.9
s rev. 5 41 14 10 1 0 12 22 0 105 11.7
o help 6 1 13 4 2 1 10 12 3 52 5.8
n cont. 38 69 44 38 32 30 40 54 30 375 41.7
chars. 200 198 315 201 199 232 214 210 216 1985 220.52
total 304 361 470 314 280 317 330 355 300 3031 336.4
L erase 2 16 18 18 7 13 24 18 15 131 14.6
e aha 2 0 3 1 1 1 4 3 2 17 1.8
s iudge 68 84 90 87 76 86 95 101 82 769 85.0
s rev. 5 14 9 14 0 1 23 15 3 84 9.0
o help 2 1 ~ ~ 9 6 2 3 10 19 4 56 6.0
n cont. 34 44 40 49 31 32 50 55 33 368 40.9
chars. 401 467 439 495 399 456 486 485 444 4072 452.03
total 514 626 i 608 670 516 592 692 696 583 5497 609.3
Inputs sorted by lesson, student, and keyset button
Table VI: Inputs sorted by lesson, student, and keyset button
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10 20 30 40 50
<±iorH 12 19 24 30 35




l o> 15 23 29 34 40
Table VII: Data rate R (inputs/sec) as a
function of N and p = probability
of exceeding R.
Inconclusion, we remark that apparently the students found the 
PLATO system very easy to use. They quickly learned to operate the key­
set in the practice session, and it did not appear to us that operating the 
system distracted the students' attention from the lessons themselves.
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Figure 1; General Organization of PLATO II Equipment
Figure 2: PLATO II Student Keyset
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The word as a fixed-point integer:
The integer +35.0 is represented by the 
word:
0000000035+
For the fixed- point representation of an integer, 
one assumes the position of the decimal point 
in the word to be between the tenth digit and 
the sign:
X X X X X X X X X X j S  
decimal point
Figure 4: Sample Text Slide
6Give the IBM-650 word which correctly repre­
sents each of the following integers:
Figure 5: Sample Problem Slide
6Give the IBM-650 word which correctly repre­
sents each of the following integers:
+127.0 |0000000I27 + OK
- 1.0
- 100.0
+ 0 . 0
IOOOOOOOOO- N0
Figure 6: Sample Problem Slide with Student Answers
PLATO II: HISTORY OF EVENTS
STUDENT 2, RUN , LESSON , CHAPTER



































6.3 NO MORE HELP




Figure 7: Sample Printed Student Record
23 24
Write the following as normalized IBM-650 Which of the following four floating-point words
floating-point words: represent the same number?
A) 2500000045+
+0.17 x 10 6 [ | B) 2500000055-
6 i------------------- 1 C) 0000250000+-0.17  x 10 1
D) 0025000047+
+ 0 .1 7 x 1 0 °  | 1
-.017  x 10 “ | | Answer: | |
(type a space between the letters of your
answer)
(a ) (b )
Figure 8: Lesson 1, Main Sequence
117
Here is  the solution of the same problem using 
the number + 0 .2 4  x 10 ° .
The normalized mantissa = 0 .24
(hence, the IBM-650 representation of the 
mantissa is  24000000)
The exponent = -6
(hence the modified characteristic is  
-6 + 50 = 44)




Translate to scientific notation:
2500000045+ = .25 x 10“ 5 
2500000055- = - .2 5  x 105 
0000250000+ = .000025 x lo " 50
0025000047+ = .0025 x 1 0 '3
Normalize the numbers and the answer will be 
obvious.
(a ) (b)
Figure 9: Lesson 1, Help Sequences
figure 10: Lesson 2, Main Sequence
Figure 11: Lesson 2, Help Sequence
T 3T Description Abbrev.
15 Add to Lower ALO
This instruction initiates the following steps:
1. Move the contents of the data address 
location to the distributor.
2. Add (in the adder) the contents of the 
distributor to the contents of the lower accumu­
lator, taking into account the respective signs 
of the two operands. Return the results to the 
lower accumulator.
3. Add (in the adder) the contents of the upper 
accumulator to the zeros that are supplied 
automatically by the machine. The result is 
returned to the upper accumulator.
"coT
Problem: 26





Drum location 0092: 0000000809+




Drum location 0092: f _________ 1____
(c)
Figure 12: Lesson 3,
Example: OP DA IA 25
Consider the instruction: 1^03120102
Suppose the state of the machine before execu-




Drum location 0312: 0000000006+




Drum location 0312: 0000000006+
(b)
Problem: 27





Drum location 1000: 3200000000+








On the next page are described again the 
sequence of steps initiated by instructions 
with OP digits equal to 15. On the succeeding 
two pages, two more examples are worked out.
(a )
OP Description Abbrev.
15 Add to Lower ALO
This instruction initiates the following steps:
1. Move the contents of the data address 
location to the distributor.
2. Add (in the adder) the contents of the 
distributor to the contents of the lower accumu­
lator, taking into account the respective signs 
of the two operands. Return the results to the 
lower accumulator.
3. Add (in the adder) the contents of the upper 
accumulator to the zeros that are supplied 
automatically by the machine. The result is 
returned to the upper accumulator.
(b)
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Figure 13: Lesson 3, Help Sequences
